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Abstract - In recent times the large scale spread of ransomware have effected operations of electronic and IT infrastructures 
more than it has had a chance to in previous years. The ransomwares have been able to get access of file systems of a 
number of systems as well as propagate through different kinds of security arrangements getting flagged at much lower 
success rates than expected. This work is divided into three parts. Part one of our work identifies how standard detection via 
flow analyzer can be bypassed with very low heuristic footprint code flow changes and how exploits are driven by such 
implications both in terms of network activities as well as local file system activities. Part two of this work proposes a 
dynamic ranking scheme for activities so that they can not bypass their position on heuristic ranking schemes. Part three of 
this work shows the experimental findings leading to the mathematical basis of our ranking scheme. Our work is an essential 
set of adaptations for a regular local scan to be able to successfully identify ransomware. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
As malware detection technology matured more 
complex schemes came into picture which dealt with 
a file in terms of the signature[1] of it, it's activity 
track on a system as well as it's network footprint in a 
systematic fashion that is generally able to identify a 
complex set of parametric activities or standard flow 
of activities that can result in violation of security 
protocols of the system concerned. Modern security 
systems are adapted to deal with various masking 
schemes and elaborate stealth technology recognition 
systems[2] which have all most reached a point of 
saturation due to wide range use of neural networks 
and dynamic systems that adopt as per malwares are 
built to adapt and thus it has become very difficult for 
elaborate malwares to pass detection and are 
generally flagged but it has been observed that quite 
simple malwares and ransomwares are often escaping 
being flagged but are getting their objectives met 
never the less. Reverse engineering most well known 
vulnerability exploit codes we observed that thay 
hardly require any masking scheme in order to 
propagate through a network or getting privilage 
access over a system enough to encrypt files. The 
modern malware makers have adapted the ideology 
of keeping heuristic traces low and the total package 
quite simple and definitive. Instead they have tried to 
modify the code flow in differnt ways thereby not 
reaching most heuristic activity ranking slabs and 
ultimately resulting in successfully generating a low 
weight for it's activities when tested on an emulated 
environment. Making changes in code flow and not 
changing the basic characteristics of the file itself is 
preventing researchers to find significant changes in 
signature for the files. These simple low heuristic 
footprint codes are succesfully bypassing common 

ASLR[3] or DEP[4] based execution protection used 
in operating systems by a varied privilage escalation 
techniques in order to gain access to system registry. 
Thus a need has been felt for bringing fundamental 
changes in ranking systems generated from heuristic 
scans and preventing simple ways to bypass scans on 
an emulated environment and successfully analyzing 
the code flow of ransomwares that are bypassing 
activity trackers even after payload deployment level. 
This study proposes a novel algorithmic dynamic 
ranking scheme for flow analysis leading to heuristic 
activity as found in common ransomware exploit 
codes. We have mainly focused on two major aspects, 
one of memory management system exploit and the 
other of network connection establishment and vector 
based propagation detection. 

 
Part I 
The following finds deal with flag bypassing schemes 
and related codes as script files can be found on the 
github handle for this project at: These bypassing 
schems have successfully been able to avoid being 
flagged by popular antivirus solutions as tested on 
Windows 10 ultimate. The following is 
conceptionally expected to work for any other 
windows NT family opearting systems and server 
systems after Windows 8 which have unpatched 
related vulnerabilities[6]. Please note that heurstic 
flagging is only considered successful if it can 
identify the activities of a file as potentially harmful 
in almost each scan, a partial successful flagging is 
considered not successful. Our findings are to go 
beyond the scope of specific file signatures for 
ransomwares and focuses of bypassing techniques 
and execution through studying code flow[11] of 
exploits and how we can form a generic defense 
mechanism against a wide spectrum of low heuristic 
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footprint ransomware activities. The following are the 
features that are found in deployment mechanisms of 
ransomwares and low heuristic deployment based 
malwares: note: The following are conceptional 
findings for reference of exact mined opcodes from 
exploits please refer to our git handle 
https://github.com/dataarchitects/Dynamic- ranking-
schemes-for-low-heuristic-footprint-activities-on-
static-ransomware-identification- s 
 
Variable and System Resource usage 
Time lapse in emulation(Feature 1): This is a 
legacy strategy used by malwares to avoid detection 
in terms of sandboxed heuristic scan[7] on a local 
machine. A finite amount of time is spent to running 
a file through test environment and if no threat level 
activity[9] launched the file is characterised as safe. 
Seperate payload launchers were widely seen at one 
point whose signatures are now well known and can 
be easily detected now. Modern ransomware code 
flow has chosen delay keywords as a part of payload 
and has more than one instance as was previously 
seen. The instances are observed before high heuristic 
footprint activity related codeblock and may be 
followed by multiple branching statements[10]. Thus 
the coupled working of branching and delay 
misdirects the code flow analyser with considerable 
success and activity tracker fails to get in flags in 
static scans. This is merely a feature and does not 
ensure a flag unless it has trigger but definitely it 
contributes to the weight of an positively identified 
threat level activity in level wise ranking and 
contributes in it’s escalation to the binary decison 
making stage of flagging. As most ransomware 
attacks are kernel[12] oriented it is often necesary for 
the payload to consider delayes in multiple kernel-
mode operations thus this feature remains an 
important identifer as seen multiple times in 
eternalblue ruby based exploits[13] as below: 
 
def print_core_buffer(os) 
print_status("CORE 
raw 
(#{os.length.to_s} bytes)") 
count = 0 
chunks = os.scan(/.{1,16}/) buffer dump 
(#{os.length.to_s} bytes)") 
count = 0 
chunks = os.scan(/.{1,16}/) 
chunks.each do | chunk | 
hexdump 
= chunk.chars.map 
{ 
|ch| 
ch.ord.to_s(16).rjust(2, "0") }.join("") 
format = "0x%08x %-47s %-16s" % [(count * 16), 
hexdump, chunk] 
print_status(format) 
Count += 1 
end 

end 
# 
# Increase the default delay by five seconds since 
some 
kernel-mode 
# payloads may not run immediately. 
# 
def wfs_delay 
super + 5 
end 
 
Note the usage of delay keyword that is 
related to a different kernel process. Such a 
feature is lexically the most frequest feature in 
the kernel exploit in eternalblue or similar 
server message block based exploit code.[14] 
[15] 
 
Parametric Increase in system resource usage to 
exploit firmware interface or driver interface 
error reporting system(Feature 2): The aim of a 
large number of malwares that use low heuristic 
techniques are to prevent system to be functioning at 
an optimum level by denying anti malware software 
resource enough to prevent suspecious activities. For 
these modern ransomwares have been found to use 
a wide range of exploits in order to escalate privilage 
levels.[16] One of the most important and low 
computationally found feature of a undergoing 
exploit against memory protection schemes like safe 
unlinking and a wide range of attacks are parametric 
rise in write requests on memory on pointers that are 
mostly seen to have sequence from experimental 
results. This feature is directed towards firmware 
based error reporting[17] to generate false error 
reports while gaining system access by simple 
sequential write operations and keeping the system 
resource busy from access by firmwares or drivers 
thus disrupting drivers control over system resource 
and thereby preventing activity tracker of anti 
malware engines to stop it’s progress before it gets 
the whole memory busy. The write operation 
bypassing address space layout randomization using 
vulnerabilities in pool allocation[18] mainly in 
multiple processor based systems, thereby overriding 
the forward link the randomization can be bypassed 
on a write option, there on with every randomization 
bypass the write or multiple seeks or related operation 
in memory management requirement increase request 
for memory access for continuous write in co-
ordination with page length or multiples of it for the 
current core of processor for fastest execution but this 
must not be regarded as a firm aspect of the feature 
as any other parameter for attempt of buffer overflow 
can also serve the purpose. The parametric growth in 
system features is an important feature can is to be 
assigned most importance while it is triggered by 
kernel based memory management operations and 
modifications of the same. Process bound change in 
kernel poolmemory index which is positive with each 
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instance of the bound process(Feature 3): If more 
than one pool descriptor is found for a given pool 
type, a pool index associated with a pool chunk 
denotes the index into the assoicated pool descriptor 
array. Due to lack of validation a pool index may lead 
to out of bound array deference thereby allowing an 
attacker to overwrite an arbitary paged or non paged 
kernel memory location. This is patched with a non 
threat memory management process and thereby a 
whole chunk of virtual memory sections can be 
manipulated. The exploits have a trend to attempt to 
modify knode indexes after gaining proper privilage, 
thus this feature being verified, modification of a 
batch of more than two node indexes in NUMA[19] 
is considered as a trigger for the same. 
 
Example of pool index overwrite from delayed 
free: 
eax=20000008 ebx=000001ff ecx=000001ff 
edx=00000538 esi=80808080 edi=[..] 
eip=8293c943 esp=9c05fb20 ebp=9c05fb58 
iopl=0 nv up ei pl nz na po nc 
cs=0008 ss=0010 ds=0023 es=0023 fs=0030 
gs=0000 efl=00010202 
nt!ExDeferredFreePool+0x2e3: 
8293c943 894604 mov dword ptr 
[esi+4],eax ds:0023:80808084=??????? 
 
In the above example observe mov keyword usage for 
dword value, it forms a classic example for modern 
ransomwares where every block size is known from 
privilege escalation. Volume shadow copy triggered 
from a thread in multiple thread executions in single 
process space(Feature 4): Enternal blue or eternal 
pulsar based exploits have been found to use volume 
shadow copy[20] as their backup mechanism for 
system files in a drive. 
 
 This is triggered from multiple process executions 
under a single thread. Instead of using traditional 
masking techniques, modern ransomwares have 
adapted to hiding the threat level process as being 
coupled with a normal process. These processes have 
been seen to establish network connections and a 
exchange of keys take place as encryption process 
starts. Encryption being a very fast process can not be 
considered as a contributing feature to the 
determination of weights in ranking scheme but VSS 
call from multiple process running thread along with 
exchange of 2048 bit hex value pair with a remote 
server can be considered as a feature for ransomware 
activity. An wide range of other features may be 
derived from wannacry and pateya exploits and 
vector behaviour but considering memory related 
activity on local execution the above are the most 
firm features that are helping to avoid detection in 
static scans. Please refer to our git handle for more 
important features on network vectors and boot level 
exploits. 

 
Figure1: Algorithm for converting code flow feature to a 

binary decision 
 
PART II 
Proposed changes to the ranking scheme Instead of as 
generally used static weights[21] as derived from 
feature matches we propose activity trend based 
dynamic rank. Our trend analysis model aims to 
identify the statistical threat co-efficient at infinite 
time based on basic memory operations and threat 
levels of an activity.  
 
Using moving averages on positive threat flags of an 
activity we identify the threat level of the activity 
after prolonged time. All samples are taken 
dynamically against the current process overload 
average of all cores. The samples taken are at number 
of processor time periods for reading of a single 
memory segment address in the x86 system, Time 
periods taken for write of one page length in the same 
system, Time periods taken for encryption of unit 
physical memory, Time periods taken for generation 
of one server message block based error message due 
to buffer overflow and kernel pool index 
overwrite.(table:1) The above points would form a 
number of points for moving average sample as the 
points are taken at current computational load which 
would vary with time. If the curve at infinite time 
matches more than three features in can be assured 
with almost certainity that the activity is  generated 
from a ransomware based threat. Our ranking scheme 
is elaborated in the  experimental observations part. 
 
T1 Read operation on one sector 

T2 Write opeartion of one logical memory 
unit 

T3 Encryption of one memory sector 

T4 Error message  generation from buffer 
overflow 

T5 Kernel pool index overwrite 
Table1: Significant Time Variables 

RDTSC is used to calculate time cycles Ti for  
each of the features. 
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PART III 
Experiment and Observations: 
Our algorithm uses statistical means to form binary 
decision on a file being a threat to the system. Our 
algorithm happens to be an enhancement proposed to 
common enterprise solutions. The features we 
proposed have been successfully found to avoid being 
flagged in more than one local scans. We consider a 
logistic regression classifier for a binary decison to be 
made on a file, our main focus remains on weight 
modification for low heuristic footprint activities. 

Y Decision vector for an activity 

Wi Weight from traditional heuristic engine 

di Dynamic Rank 

X Feature vector for an algorithm 

bi False positive bias 
Table2: Variables in decision vector 

 
Y=W i d i X+b i. (at constant time) Let the relation of 
dynamic binary decision vector for malware flagging 
vector be calculated using linear relationship with 
feature (along with a validation level from which 
false positive bias is generated). As a feature if 
followed by a trigger can lead to a flag if it 
superseeds threat threshold then a positive flag can be 
guaranteed thus Y and X share a linear relation. The 
algorithm we propose can be divided into three parts. 
Feature vector x=1 at T=t 1 if we have one of the 
features as mentioned and 0 is no features are 
mentioned. All calculations are done with respect to 
T. 
Part1: Dynamic weight determination (di ) 
d i is a binary weight that is a dynamic addition to 
static signature based weight. We propose the novel 
idea of classifying a heuristic feature in terms of it’s 
process queue length in  windows system 
(computational load equivalent of three point average 
in debian environment).We determine seperately the 
computational load that each feature exert on a 
processor core in a system. We make a queue with 
numerical values of computational load of each 
process and in between time intervals of every 
significant time T. In between significant times we 
use binary search in order to look for our signature 
computational overload to a process, exact multiples 
of our signature computational overload is also 
accepted as correct flag. Significant time criteria T 
has been previously mentioned. We plot a graph of 
computational load with time where data points are 
obtained for feature matches at a significant time. 
From data points observed after one complete cycle 
of significant time points, we use moving averages to 
calculate overload at infinity. If the overload thus 
obtained is a a multiple of feature computational load 
then the file is set to trigger validation. With each 

trigger found we assign the value of di =1 at the 
current system time or else di =0. 
Part 2: Bias Determination (bi) 
Bias is added to prevent false positives as 
computational overload for a number of processes 
can be same and without bias factor we would 
encounter high false positive rates . If the we miss 
more than one sub feature in significant time while 
looking for a complete feature validation, we take 
bias as b i =-W i d I linearly for each case. On gross 
our solution found Experimental Results: Detection 
avoidance rates as scanned by popular antivirus 
softwares are shown in figure 2 

 
Figure2: Detection Avoidance Rates 

Feature validation rates as per our solution are 
shown as follows in figure:3 

 
Figure3: Feature Validation Rates 

The computational load for each feature code was 
calculated in windows kernel with time cycle of intel 
core i5 (second generation) using RTDSC[22] code 
analysis for each feature. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Ransomware  codeflow techniques that by pass static 
heuristic scans have been studeied and a novel 
solution has been deviced in order to introduce 
dynamic weights into heuristic  ranking systems. The 
above findings as being  closely related to electronic 
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interfaces would exert profound influence on 
electronic secuirty systems in the recent future.  
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